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SAN TA FE NEW MEXICAN
f

VOL. 40.

SANTA. FE, N.

CONSIDERING

SEMI-ANNUA-

Debate Opened in Lower House
of Congress By General
Erosvenor of Ohio.

Will Be Held in Every County of
Territory for Applicants for
Teachers Certificates.
The

examination of ap
for
teachers' certificates
which will qualify them to teach in the
public schools of the Territory, will be
held in every county November 27
The questions have been prepared.and
will be mailed by the superintendent
of public instruction to each county
superintendent November 20.
On the envelope containing the ques
tions is endorsed a notice that it must
not be opened until the date of the
The law on the subject
examination.
is, "the said county
superintendents
shall open the sealed questions 'In the
presence of the assembled applicants
for teachers' certificates, and the ex
amining board, and shall at once proceed to hold examinations on such
semi-annu-

plicants

PETITION

IN

SENATE

"Dames cf 1846" Want an Increase on
Ail Mexican War Pensions-Pan- ama
Canal Treaty.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBEK 18, 1903.

STRIDE SITUATION

L

EXAMINATIONS

CUBAN BILL

MM

NO. 232.

CHICAGO STREET
CAR STRIKE
Third Line Has Been Put in Opera
tion Pending Negotiations for
Restoration of Peace.

Governor Otero's Proclamation Commended
Generally By the Coal Miners In Most
of the Districts the Full Complement of Men Is at Work.

NEW MEXICO
EXHIBITS
Captain W. C. Porterfield Wilf
Assemble the Best That
Can Be Obtained.

Chicago, Nov. 18 While negotia
tions for peace between the city rail
way and its striking employes were
MINERALS WILL LEAD
pending in the city hall through the
overtures of Mayor Harrison and the
Aldernranic Arbitration
Manufacture,
Committee, Agriculture,
Forestry,
the third line of the company's strike
Fish, Game and the Schools Also
bound cars was put Into operation to
to Be Featured.
day under police protection. Five
cars of the Indiana Avenue Electric
New Mexico exhibits at World's Fair.
line were started. The greater num
Captain W. C. Porterfield, of Silver
ber of trains were put in commission City, who is superintendent of the
on the Cottage Grove Avenue while New Mexico exhibits for the Louisiana
the service on Wentworth Avenue was Purchase Exposition, to be held in the
city of St. Louis next year, is making
restored to nearly its normal status.
Owing to the withdrawal of the police every possibls effort to have the exand men to operate the other lines hibits the most elaborate that the Teronly fifteen cars were operated on ritory of New Mexico can produce. He
expects to feature the minerals as well
Wentworth Avenue.
as
on
stones
few
a
agricultural and manufacturing
for
the
Except
tracks there was no serious delay of pursuits, also forestry, fish and game.
'The plans and specifications for
the Indiana Avenue cars en route for
the business center. The Wentworth the New Mexico building have already
and Cottage Grove lines met with only been accepted by the committee on
a trifling Interference and carried a building of the New Mexico Board of
largely increased number of passen- Managers of the Louisiana Purchase
gers. The cold weather has had much Exposition,'' said Captain Porterfield.
to do with the clearing of the streets 'The building will be constructed of
staff' similar to the material used in
of loiterers.
At a conference of the committee the construction of the other buildthe strikers informed the mayor and ings on the fair grounds. It will be in
aldermanic committee that unless ar- the Spanish mission style, one story
bitration was brought about, concert and a half, and will cost about $4,000.
"An effort will be made to have the
ed action of all the unions of the trainmen of the city including the elevated exhibits the moist elaborate ever sent
out of the Territory. The agricultural
trainmen would doubtless be taken.
mining and manufacturing pursuits of
the Territory will be illustrated, as
well as forestry, fish and game. The
GIVEN FIVE YEARS
mineral exhibit will be in charge of
IN PENITENTIARY.
Professor Fayette A. Jones, of Albu18
St. Louis, Nov.
John P.
who has already made decidquerque,
Dolan, chairman of the Demoed progress in the collection of his
cratic City Central Committee,
and Policeman Frank Garrett,
"Next to the mining resources of
were convicted of

well contented and there are no indi
Special to the New Mexican.
The foregoing
18 In cations of a strike.
New
Nov.
Mexico,
Gallup,
A
ashuigton, Nov. 18 The House to
mines
mines. At the
are
all
stateview of the many misleading
day resumed the consideration of the
Caledonian Company mines 60 miner's
ments
that are going the rounds of and ten company men are employed';
viiuan diii. urosvenor, 01 Ohio, open
ed the debate, and prefaced his rethe press, in regard to the"' strike sit- and at the Black Diamond mine ten
marks by saying that while the debate
uation In the coal fields of New Mexi- men are employed. The men at these
had talk en a wide range he regretted
co, your correspondent deems it timely mines belong to the union and may do
that there was no discussion from the
and pertinent to furnish you with a' the bidding of the agitators, but that is
other side of the House on the Panapositively accurate statement of the problematical.
ma Canal question.
condition existing In the coal mines
In this connec- questions."
Traveling further south, at Carthage,
This law has been repeatedly violat- of this
tion he said that the position of the
the mines are working a full force,
Territory.
some
ed
of
the
county superintendby
of .about 70 men being employed, many
administration was unassailable and
Commencing with the coal mit;
would redound to the glory of the ents. The envelope containing the Madrid in Santa Fe County, wu find of whom are native New Mexicans
questions has been opened before the that the larger of the two mines oper- who are not at all likely to strike,
American people.
time fixed by law, and there have been ated in this
English-speakin"Dames of 1846" Pension Demand.
miners
camp, the soft coal mine The
rumors that some of the applicants or "Cerrillos Bituminous" as"it Is call are leadingmen
but as most of them
union
Washington, Nov. 18 Today's ses- were
with
the
furnished
question
sion of the Senate began with the pre-- '
ed, Is working with a full force- - of 72 have good contracts, they believe it
sentation of a petition from the prior to the date fixed for the examina- men underground.
must be the other fellow's ox that is
"Dames of 1846" for an increase of $30 tion. In one instance, it is known that
In the "Cerrillos Anthracite" where gored, and it is not probable they will
enwere
from
the
the
taken
questions
the usual number of diggers is ;ibout strike.
per month of all pensions granted on
velope and printed on slips, thus giv- 28, there are only six miners St work,
account of the Mexican war.
Beyond to the northeast, at Capitan,
ing wide publicity to a matter intend- showing a loss of 22 men, mostly Ital the miners are working with a full
Panama Canal Treaty.
as
as
to
secret
be .?ept
possible, ians. The company men are all at force of about 110 men
Nov. 18 rThe main ed
Washington.
underground,
features of the Hay Bunau Varilla and in utter disregard of the statute.
work This data is up to last night. only eight men quit work at the call
evand
for
certificates,
Applicants
The men all say they have no griev for a strike, and the others are maktreaty, providing for the construction
of the Isthmian Canal by the Panama eryone interested in the honesty of ances nor demands to make and are ing good pay and are quite willing to
route have been agreed upon and a these examinations, should report any well satisfied to continue working if continue doing so. There is very litviolation of the law to the superintend- let alone and not interfered with
rough draft to the convention is in ent of
by tle probability of the strike affecting
e
public instruction who will
'
this camp.
preparation. No date for the signing
agitators.
an
investigation.
of the treaty has yet been fixed. The
On Saturday evening last an agita
At Monero in Rip Arriba County,
tor named McDonald from La Salle, about 70 men are employed by the
Panama minister and Secretary Hay
had anothe
conference
Illinois, arrived at Los Cerrillos, com- Rio Arriba Coal Company and the
today reTWO MONARCHS
ing for the purpose of organizing the George W. Kutz Company mines,
garding the treaty.
Confirmed as Associate Justice.
SHOOT PHEASANTS.
miners in opposition to the comr-tny-,
'ihese men all belong to the union and
and to procure the suspension of work claim they have been excepted from
Washington, Nov. 18 Among the
London, Nov. 18 King Vicconfirmations by the United States
tor Emmanuel and King Edupon the Madrid mines, bi.it-- thus far the strike order.
Senate last evening was the one of W.
he has been unsuccessful having been
ward spent the morning shootAt Dawson, Colfax County, about
participation
H. Popes of New Mexico, to be assoable to influence very few, if any, 220 miners are at work, besides about
the Territory, the agricultural pursuits
ing pheasants in the great
in the naturalization frauds tociate justice of the Supreme Court of
will be shown. The Agricultural Col
except the Italians who liad alveady 150 company men on the outside and
park at Windsor. Queen Heand
to
sentenced
five
day
years'
the Territory.
lena arid Queen Alexandra viswill aid us in every way possible,
quit, or who had been discharged, as at tne coke ovens. These men are
lege
in
the
penitenimprisonment
one of them had been discharged on making good pay and do not care to
ited Queen Victoria's tomb on
Postmasters Confirmed.
and
Foster has promised to
Professor
tiary and each to pay a fine of
a
the first of the month, for going into hunt for another job with little likeliwhich Helena
deposited
the official exhibit of the
Washington. Nov. 18 The appointduplicate
$1,000.
ments confirmed by the Senate inthe mine while drunk, and- he with a hood of finding as good places.
wreath.
government for the Territory. The
clude the following postmasters: New
few others of his ilk, had helped foAt Van Houten, the camp was con
fruit exhibits from Carlsbad and Ros- Mexico J. M. Hawkins, Alamogordo,
ment trouble among the other 'falim taminated with Colorado agitators and
well have been collected, and have
- jj? j
F. O, Blood. Las Vegas; A. R. Carter,
miners.
been placed in cold storage, ready for
:
p.;r cent of the 250 men em
pbojit 80
Tucumcari.
Colorado F. E. Songer,
How long must the people of the ployed ' quit work but others are now
the opening of the exposition in the
Crested Butte.
United States put up with such coif filling the places left vacant. At
spring. During May and June small
Statehood Bill for Oklahoma.
ditions? That a man from the state Blossburg, in the Dutchman mine, confruits will be exhibited as fast as they
of Illinois is allowed to come here to ditions were similar to the status of
Washington, Nov. 18 Delegate Mcripen, and during the entire summer
Guire of Oklahoma, today introduced a
a distant territory and attempt to par- affairs at Van Houten and about 60
the fruit growers will send exhibits
bill into the House granting statehood
from time to time.
alyze business conditions by inciting men quit work causing a suspension
to Oklahoma.
men to suspend the prosecution of for a short time but new men are now
"In the department of manufacture
at La we expect to exhibit the wool indus
work,
upon the product of which labor being employed to fill the strikers Conflagration Occurred
Status of the Relations Between the progress
'
and prosperity of all oth- places.
try, showing the wool raw, cleaned, in
Puente During Celebration
er industries depends to a greater or
One of the principal arguments used
FAREWELL RECEPTION.
the United States and Colprocess of manufacture and as manuless degree.
of Feast of Patron Saint.
by the agitator to induce the miners to
factured at the Albuquerque Woolen
ombia as Per Advices.
Traveling south. to. Gallup we find quit work, is that all the men in the
Mills; the products of the smelte'fS
Former
Colonial Secretary Joseph
that the Gallup and Weaver mines other camps have quit and that those
ore reducing processes; filigree
and
Chamberlain Met Agents General
have 426 miners digging coal, beside to whom he addresses himself are the PANIC
AVERTED
WAS
and the brick manufacture,
jewelry
PANAMA RECOGNITION probably 150 company men at work. only men at work, and that they will
of Colonies Today.
hair work and canes turned out at the
These men are all making big wages, ibe called "scabs.''
New Mexico Penitentiary. Of course
London. Nov. 18 Joseph Chamber
are thoroughly well contented, have no
This argument he uses on every oc- Rev. Father Jouvenceau Never Left His the manufacturing exhibits from the
lain the former Colonial Secretary, This is Understood to Constitute the intention of striking, and express casion, no matter how false it may be,
Territory will be necessarily limited,
Post and Succeeded in Calming
held a reception at the Colonial office
themselves as haying no use for agi- and he takes every opportunity to give
Menace Dr. Herron, Colombia
as the chief industries are mining and
to
to
bid farewell
the agents
today
tators and not willing to listen to it publicity in the newspapers. Ninety
His, People.
Leave.
agriculture.
"
May
Charge
general of the colonies.
them.
per cent of the miners of New Mexico,
"The department of forestry, fish
Lord Strathcona, high commissioner
The management here is in very and more, have continued to work desto
Mexican.
New
the
and
Special
game will be another Item of the
of Canada, was spokesman for the latWashington, Nov. 18 It was learn close touch with the employes to whom pite the call for a strike and desire to
Chama.'New Mexico, Nov. 18 At La New Mexico exhibit. All of the woods
ter. Replying to his address Chamber ed here that the situation in Bogota they show every consideration look- keep on working.
Puente, a small village on the Brazos grown in New i.Iexico, regardless of
lain eaid that now he had almost the has assumed a critical phase as far as ing to their welfare, and the men apAt every camp, your correspondent River about thirteen
miles from here the use to which they are put will be
assured conviction that he had. been relations between the United States preciate the good treatment they re- heard the most earnest commendation
able to convince 'his. fellow country and Colombia are concerned. Minister ceive and reciprocate the kindly feel- expressed for the timely proclamation and two miles from Tierra Amarilla shown, with a complete assortment of
while the people there were in the cactus and all of the classified ornamen that it was to their advantage to Beaupre on the 16th instant was ing of their employers.
of Governor Otero of New Mexico, church
celebrating the feast of the mental trees and shrubs. The fish and
.
man
in
adopt his fiscal policy.
district
Colombian
assured
Clarkville
who
At
the Gallup
thus
gov
every laboring
pressed Strongly by the
of the village, the church game exhibit will be as extensive as
saint
patron
ernment to know whether the United 95 miners and about 50 company men. of protection in his endeavors to make
much
crowded, the flames possible, and will include the stuffed
very
being
RUSSELL BOLES HELD
States Intended to recognize the Re are employed, and these men too are an honest living
from a lighted candle placed too close monster ent in the possession of the
ON MURDER CHARGE. public of Panama.
to some of the drapery of the altar, Santa Fe Lodge, No. 460, B. P. O. E--,
Denver, Nov. 18 Russell Boles,
It is understood that the request was
the cloth, bringing about a con which was killed In the southern part
Ignited
charged with the murder of Harold made in such shape as to constitute
of the cloth, paraphernalia' of the Territory.
flagration
was
crimto
over
bound
the
Fridborn,
LINK
a menace in the event that the recog
wood
and
work of the altar. This
In
"The New Mexico Historical Society
inal court by Justice Byrne today.
nitlon be extended. Beaupre was in
caused a great panic among the people has also signified its willingness to let
his opinion Byrne said it was his duty structed by this government
to
of whom there were about 500 men, us have its
to consider only the probable guilt of Inform the Colombian governmentagain
large and interesting colBOTH
that
women and children present.
innoand besides this
to
lection
the prisoner, not his guilt or his
exhibit,
had been extended to
the
All became very excited and rushed many private anthropoligical exhibits
cence. If the latter was within his the recognition
new republic but was simply in
province he would discharge Boles im- the interest of humanity and clviliza Governor Brodie In His Annual Re This is What the People of Panama for the single entrance door, endeav- have been secured, including blankets,
He considered
it better tion and the execution of the solemn
oring to get out. In the crush several pottery, curios and Indian relics.
mediately.
Intend to Make the
port Says Territory Would
"Still another important feature In
people were severely injured, sustainlor the defendant to have a jury pass treaty obligations binding upon the
Isthmus.
Rather Forego Admission
and broken ankles the exhibit will be the work of the
fractured
ribs,
on his case.
ing
,
United States.
and two children were trampled upon schools of the Territory. The officials
He was also instructed to tender the
New York, Nov. 18 Federlco Boyd and otherwise so injured that they have communicated with all of the
Governor Brodie in his annual report
CONFERENCE LOOKING TO
good offices of the United States gov to the secretary of the Interior, a a member of the commission of the Re died. Quite a number of the women county superintendents of schools, and
STRIKE SETTLEMENT. ernment
to effect a settlement of the
fainted and had to the heads of the various institutions
Louisville, Colorado, Nov. 18 Rep difficulties between Colombia and Pa synopsis of which has just been made public of Panama, which has just ar in the congregation
of learning in the Territory, asking
resentatives of miners and operators nama. The issue is awaited with some public, says that the people of Arizona rived here from Colon, replying to the be dragged out by the men. The win
If any dows in the church are quite high and them to send in as extensive exhibits
as
a
to
state
admission
as
what
will
rather
assurances,
question
forego
Sn
conference
are
today considering
than be admitted as one state with the people of Panama had from the could not be reached by those endeav as possible, and a very general re
the proposition for the settlement of anxiety.
Unless Dr. Herran of the Colombian New Mexico.
United States in reference to its atti- oring to escape, hence the great crusu sponse has already been guaranteed.
the strike in this field which was
from
word
recommends
and rush for the door. The fire did
toward the uprising said:
Governor
his
that
also
The
tude
.receives
"The New Mexico exhibit in its engov
charge,
of
local
the
made to the president
"We knew of course that an Ameri- very little damage and only consumed tirety will be a credit to the Territory
union by the Northern Coal Com ernment within a reasonable time he Congress reimburse Pima County for
will close the Colombian legation here. $318,275 for what he calls "injustice can man of war would be there to see the altar and paraphernalia.
and its enterprising citizens, for no.
pany. There is a feeling that the dif
an
was
never
Rev.
not
left
Jouvenceau
across
in
Father
traffic
committed
Isthmus
stone will be left unturned in order to
the
that
Congress
by
in
passing
Colombia.
Movements
Military
ferences will be settled soon. The
and we his post, but continued to preach and assemble the best that is obtainable."
act
Pima
certain
the
County
fighting
by
interrupted
validating
18
terms of the compromise proposition
Nov..
Great
Bogota, Colombia,
are not made public. There is no military movements are going on ana narrow gauge railroad bonds after the knew, for that reason that the landing by his exhortations to the people calm
entire issue of such bonds had been of Colombian troops would not be per ed and quieted them after the first
the most supreme moments of Colom declared
change in the southern field.
by the Supreme Court of the mitted. Outside of that we had no as- rush. But for this much more damage HIGH WAGES AT VAN HOUTEfl
bia's history are coming. Important
to be invalid and void, surances. What we did, we did on our would have been done and the loss of
States
United
news from the Fort of Barranquilla Is
SEVERE FIGHTING
and for which Pima County had never own responsibility and depended upon life would have been greater.
How
Coal Miners Who Understand
AROUND SANTO DOMINGO. expected by steamer as to the situation received
the justice of our cause for recogniThe people are very thankful to
value.",
and Want to Work Get Big
.
there.' A strict censorship is exercisSanto Domingo, Tuesday, Nov. 17
tion. The sentiment of the people of Father Jouvenceau for his great pres
Pay.
Severe fighting took place last night ed over all the messages from that REVOLT IN VILAYET
Panama is to make the Isthmus what ence of mind and courage during the
A. H. Oflflcer, auditor of the Raton
is
believed
is
and
there
that
it
were
rebels
The
port
prearound this city..
to
ARABIA.
OF
seems
it
destined to be from its geo- struggle in the panic
YEMEN,
escape from Coal and Coke Company has made a
vented from entering the capital. The trouble of some sort which it is de
Constantinople, Nov. 18 The revolt graphical location, a link binding to the church.
statement before a notary public that
is
secret.
will
It
be
sired
reportnot
The
known.
is
kept
rebels
of
the
loss
in Vilayet of Yemen, Arabia, is extend gether the two Americas and a gateadthe
ed
enezuela
take
here
that
following was the pay roll for the
may
United States cruiser Baltimore landed
ing south and west. The Ottoman way between the two worlds. The
mine at Van Houten, Colfax County,
marines to protect American interests: vantage of the present situation to ex- troops advancing on Hodaida, were de- building of the canal now lies with the FOUR ANARCHISTS
ARRESTE0 IN FRANCE. for the month of October after all deGuards were placed at the American tend her boundaries beyond the .Ori terminedly opposed by the revolted United States:"
Nov. 18 The police ductions for house rent, powder, hospinoco.
Nice,
France,
.,
legation and consulate and the Clyde
tribes and forced to retreat Another
four
here
arrested
anarchists, suspect- tal and store bills had been made:
Is
new
A
attack
Steamship Agency.
to advance from Mokha failed, STRIKERS RESUME
attempt
of
of waylaying the Twenty-thre- e
ed
intention
the
men, $40 to $50; 27 men
moment.
''
expected at any
Keep your business ever, before the the Turkish troops being defeated.
WORK IN SPAIN. King of Italy on his return from
$50 to $60; 30 men $60 to $70; 20 men.
public by advertising in . your, home
Hielva, Spain, Nov. 18 The strike
$70 to $80; 21 men $80 te $90; nine
Advertiser aiways has
New Mexican want and
food
paper.
Call on the New Mexican Printing at the Rio Tlnto mines is ended and
men
$90 to $100; three men $100 to
success In any honest enterprise.
ads always bring-- good results.
It will pay you to advertise. Try it $130.75.
Company for engraved visiting cards. the men have resumed work.
non-unio-

n

; .

g
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New Mexican is the oldest news-Ofcpin New Mexico. It is sent to every postoffice in the Territory, and has
a large and growing circulation among
the Intelligent and progressive people
of the Southwest.

The

er

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, per week, by carrier
Daily, jer month, by carrier
Daily per month, by mail
Daily, six months, by mail
Daily, one year, by mail
Dally, three months, by mail
Weekly, per month
Weekly, per quarter
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per year

NO MORMON

QUESTION IN

25
$1 00
75
4 00
7 50
2 00
25
75
1 00
2 00

NEW

MEXICO.

It is hoped that should a strenuous

debate upon the question of admission
of this Territory take place in the
Coneress.

no time

will

be

wasted on the Mormon question as far
as it affects New Mexico. In this Territory there are two Mormon settlements, one at Fruitland, San Juan
and
County, containing 300 persons
one at Rama, McKinley
County,
The Tercontaining 100 persons.
ritory today contains on a very conservative basis, at least 284,000 people;
of this number less than 500 men, women and children are of the Mormon
faith. They have as much influence
in New Mexico affairs as the New
Mexico territorial administration has
with the Emperor of Korea. To talk
about danger of Mormon dominion in
New Mexico is worse than a waste of
breath, because it shows the great ignorance existing upon the subject.
This Territory never was, is not now
and never will be a prolific field for
the doctrines of the Mormon Church;
the very character and many sidedness
of its population is an absolute barrier
to the growth and spread of Mormon
nrinrhiles here. Native citizens of
Spanish or Mexican decent are very
tenacious, clinging strongly to the
faith of their fathers and no Mormon
TirnselvtRs are ever made here. The
New Mexican does not know of a sin
gle native New Mexican of Spanish or
Mexican decent, who has left his
church and embraced Mormonism.
Among the citizens of New Mexico
who have come here, whether native
Americans or naturalized Europeans,
not one has, ever turned to be a Mormon and this paper believes that in
this' Territory not a single Mormon
convert has been made. The Mor-

THE OUTLOOK FOR STATEHOOD
IS NOT BRIGHT.
A Washington
report has it that
Representative Edward L. Hamilton of
Michigan, will be appointed chairman
of the House committee on territories
by Speaker Cannon and fhat both Mr.
Cannon and ..n Hamilton are opposed
to the consideration of statehood legislation for the territories. There is no
reason to doubt the accuracy of this
report and it bodes no good for the
iust claims and inherent rights of this
Territory to be admitted to statehood,
but nevertheless and notwithstanding
Delegate Rodey will make a strenuous
and strong fight for the passage of
House bill No. 1, introduced by him
and which is an enabling act for the
Territory oi New Mexico. In this fight
he will be aided loyally, constantly and
nergetically by the patriotic and self
respecting people of this Territory.
What the outcome will be, cannot at
this moment be foretold although the
chances are not bright, but a good
fight must and shall be made no mat
ter what the end. At the same time,
the New Mexican believes it will be
the best policy for this Territory to
fight to obtain what is justly due it
under the constitution and the treaties
with Mexico, in the direction of single
statehood and in no way combine with
Arizona. Let this fight be made upon
its merits and for New Mexico alone.
Arizona is opposed to combined state
hood with New Mexico, and there is no
question but that the majority of the
people of this Territory are in the
same boat; hence let the future Sunshine State go it single and do the
best it can and if "knocked out" try
it again in the second session of the
present Congress.

ache,

The new city of Roswell will hold
its first election for city officials on
December 8, and party lines are to be
strictly drawn. A call for a Democratic city convention has been issued
and only Democrats will be placed in
nomination. Judging by the past political record of Roswell, the Democrats will carry the election by a very
strong majority. In their calculation
on the New Mexico political situation
the Republicans will be safe in putting
Chaves County down for a heavy Democratic majority in 1904. It is always
well not to fool one's self in politics,
but to look upon facts as they exist.
Of
course, if strong Democratic
towns in the Territory adhere strictly
to party lines, Republican towns and
cities will have to do the same tning
on Republican party lines and hence it
is expected that such will be the case
when the city elections occur next
April in the incorporated cities and
towns of the Territory.

According to Senator Gibson in a
recent speech in the United States
Senate, the public lands of the United
States are being gobbled up and stolen
by speculators at the rate of 20,000,000
acres per annum. Unless Congress
does something in this matter it will
settle itself, as there will soon be no
more public lands to steal.
The Colombian government cannot
catch the German minister of foreign
affairs gapping. The offer of the cession of Colombian territory to Germany has been politely but earnestly
declined by the German foreign office.
They evidently understand the Monroe doctrine much better in the Kaiser's dominion than they do in the
yellow--

While there is as yet no certainty
who will be the Republican candidate
for Governor of Illinois next year,
still it is safe to assume that the Republicans of the state are qifke unanimous that they do not desire the re- nomination of the present incumbent,
whose name is Yates and who sent
cows to nis rarm unaer express

A. F. SPIEGELBERG

Attorney-at-Law-

'

I

H. H. LLEWELLYN,

CHAS. F. EASLEY.
-

Francisco
Street,

DEALE15 I1T

tt

McBRAYER, OLD CROW and
OLD OSCAR PEPPER KENTUCKY WHISKIES.
OVER HOLT and GUCKENHEIMER PENN RYE WHISKY.
IRISH AND SCOTCH WHISKIES
AND DISTILLERY BOTTLED WHISKY.

Santa Fe,

FRENCH COONAC AND HOLLAND (UN.
CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDY.
OUINNESS'S POSTER AND BASSES' ALE.

msxico.

W.

No. 259 n the North Side of

ATX.)

E.

C.

ABBOTT,

.

Attorney-at-Law- ,

Practices in the District and B11.
preme Courts. Prompt and careful at- tention given to all business.
District Attorney for thn PnnnHaa
of Santa Fe., Rln A .
uuij. cau
Juan. Santa Fe. N. M.
EDWARD C. WADE,

flew

Attorney-at-Law- .

Practices in all the courts.
"Mining cases and mineral patents
.. specialty."

LAS CRUCES.

the Street.

NEW MEXICO.

FRANK

W. CLANCY,

Attorney-at-La-

I

ST.

HE'S

COLLEGE

(District Attorney 2d Judicial District.)
Practices in the District Courts and
the Supreme Court of the Territory, also before the United States Supreme

Court In Washington.
ALBUQUERQUE - - NEW MEXICO.
A. B. RENEHAN,

Santa Fe. New Mexico.
sr rrm

Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and Diatrttt
Court. Mining and Land Law a special
ty. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Building, Pal
ace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

OSTEOPATHY
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
Osteopath.
No. 103 Palace Avenue.
Successfullyreats acute and chronic
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No Charge for Consultation.
'
5
m
Hours:
p. m.

THE 45TH YEAR BEGINS SEP. I, 1903.
TEACHERS' CERTIFIThe College Is empowered by law to Issue FIRST-CLAS- S
CATES to its Graduates, which Certificates are to be honored by School Directors In
the Territory of New Mexico.
, (,

President.

BRO. BOTULPH,

DR.

C. N.

LORD.i.

Kahn Block, over Spit a' Jewelry
Store. South Side, of Plaza.

Office,

C. O, HARRISON, D, p. S.,
Office: Over Fischer's Drug Store.
On the Plaza.
,
.

(Supcessor to Dr. Manley.)

A. ,P, HOGLE

Civil Engineers

Undertaker and
Funeral Director
Boat of Refeence Given M an BMBALMER.
Right
RESIDENCE 'PHONE 141.

CJs

and Tabla
Service Unexcelled

The Palace Hotel
WILLIAM VAUOHN, PROf.

Lar

open day and night
11

Sample Room for Commercial JBoik

New Mexico

Seat F

Notioefor Publication.

rtHIEW H1EIIC0 miLITflRT HISTITUTE-

H. S. DUVAL.

Formerly State Engineer of Florida,
of Southern Society
and
of Civil Engineers. Thirty years' experience in the construction of railroads,
water and sewer works. Credentials
filed with the Mayor of Santa Fe.
STENOGRAPHY & TYPEWRITING.
Lew H. Blake.
135 Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.
Calls promptly answered, Phone 76.
Notary Public, Stenographer arid Type-

writer. Translations.

From Spanish into English and

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO.

Building.

Established and Supported by the Territory.
all graduates of Standard Eastern Colleges. Ne
and
equipments modern and complete;
buildings, all furnishings
all conveniences.
baths, water-workSession Is three terms of
TUITION, BOARD AND LAUNDRY, $200 per session.
SIX MEN INSTRUCTORS,

steam-heate-

s,

thirteen weeks each.
ROSWELL is n noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
Nathan Jaffa, W. M. Reed, R. S. Hamilton, J. C. Lea and E. A. Cahoon.
REGENTS
COL. J, W. WILL50N, Supt.
For particulars address
sea-leve- l;

from

English into Spanish carefully made.
Office with U. S. Attorney tor the
Court of Private Land Claims, Federal

11

d;

Surveyors

JAY TURLET,
Civil Engineer and Surveyor. Irrigation Work a. Specialty. U, S. Deputy
Mineral Surveyer. Santa Fe, N. M.

Cuiaina

HsBevated and Refut
isaed Throughout.

Have you eaten? Claire Cafe.

&

DAVID M. WHITE,''
Civil Engineer.
Designs and specifications ' for Iron
and stone bridges.' Railroad, water
works and irrigation engineering.
Office: Governor's Palace, Santa Fe,
New Mexico.

aALXSTSO STBXXT

INFORMATION BUREAU OF
THE WORLD'S FAIR.
A St. Louis World's fair information
bureau' has been established at 836
Seventeenth street, Denver, in charge
of Phil P. Hitchcock, where information will be cheerfully furnished.

If you wish to make quick sales you
will have to advertise your wares.

W ILLIAivI

(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney-at-Law- .
n h
' Santa "fo
Land and mining business a
specialty.

iB. HAN LEY j

Meet me at the Bon Ton, we will
have quail for supper.

The latest faces of types for letter
heads, circulars, envelopes and the like
at the New Mexican printing office.
Get your work done at this office and
have it done well, quickly and at low-- ,
est possible prices.

New Mexico.

Las Cruces, New

SPECIALTY
To have the best of everything in the line.

H. N. WILLCOX,
GENERAL INSURANCE AGENT.
Catron Block, Phone 71.

at Bon Ton.

w. j. Mcpherson.
.

Attorney-at-Law- .

A

Coney Island Red Hots

N. M.

Mexico,
Blankets, Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen District attorney for Tin Ana nta.n
'
Grant, Luna and Sierra Counties!
Drawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Garnets
imra judicial District.
and Other Gems.

in dark corridors.

(Homestead Entry No. 6,246.)
Dkpa btmsiNT of thb Interior.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. &T Nov. 9. 1903
Notice is hereby given that the. following
named settler has filed notice of his intention
to make final proof in support of his claim,
the
and that said proof will be made before
at Santa Fe. N. M.. on
Register or Beceiver
December 17. 1903, vi j Felix Rolbal, for the
"1 neH, section 27, township 17 north, range
13 east.
Ma names the following witnesses to
upon and
prove his continuous residence
cultivation of said land viz- JoseE. Roy-ba- l,
Victor Roybal, Luis Rivera. Calletano
Garcia, all of Rowe, N. M.
Manubl, R. Otero, Register.

McKEAN,

Practices in all the
Courts in the Territory.
Santa Fe,
Attorney-atLaw-

j&

0

.

.

Practice in all the Courts, Taos,

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios

fallins at the feet of Emperor Francis.
Under those circumstances the Czar's
crusade may have better results than
his efforts at bringing about universal
peace. In the meanwhile there is no
kissing going on among the political
royalties of New Mexico although suspicion is awakened every time two or
three of them meet on the streets or

We never sleep
at the Bon Ton.

M.

Palace Ave.

WILLIAM

j&

The Czar of Russia has started an
crusade among royalty. A
few weeks ago Emperor William kiss
ed the Czar during the iatter's visit.
unon every possible occasion of course,
for political effect's sake. A few days
afterwards the Emperor developed
cancer of the throat and the Czar isn t
over the scare yet. At that time quite
a sensation was caused because
Francis refused to kiss his royal
visitor, the old reprobate King of Bel
gium. King Leopold was so astonisn-e- d
that he had a spell of hysterics, his
legs becoming confused with the long
sword he had dangling from his side
and only the courtiers prevented his

GUARANTEED CURE FOR PILES.
Itching, Blind, Bleeaing or Protruding Piles. Your druggist will refund
money if PAZO OINTMENT fails to
cure you, in 6 to 14 days. 50c.

Attorney-at-Law- ,

226 San Francisco St., South Side of Plaza.

um-Der-

mons in New Mexico come from Utah franks.
and are recruited from there. They
are good, law abiding and hard warnThis time Santa Fe- caught a nip of
ing citizens who do not figure in the the cold wave that is making ,things
courts, who mind their business and uncomfortable to the east and to the
take very little part in politics. The
the cold wave is unMormon question in New Mexico is of north. However, snow or
high winds,
by
as much momentum as one house fly accompanied
is concerned, and
Fe
as
as
Santa
far
in
of
would be in the month
August
it gets to be quite cool at night,
that rather hot and tough place, called whilein the
sunshine it is comfortable
yet
El
in
Paso
of
El
County,
Paso,
the city
in shirt
to
walk around
enough
Texas. It is to be hoped that the peosleeves.
ple of the United States will be spared
a repetition oi the balderash and rotThe coal strike is about to settle itten talk on the Mormon question in
New .Mexico which during the last self in an unexpected manner. The
two sessions was in vogue in the Uni- 3,000 men discharged by the Fuel and
Iron Company at Pueblo, the 2,000 men
ted States Senate.
laid off by the railroad companies and
the several thousand other men who
FREE DELIVERY FOR SANTA FE. are idle in various industries on acDelegate Rodey, after persistent and count of the coal strike, are flocking
energetic work, has at last secured to the coal camps eager to take the
free delivery for the city of Santa Fe. place of the strikers. As many of the
For this the people of the Capital latter earned from $100 to $150 a
should certainly be grateful to Mr. month, they will have a hard time findRodey as it is a great step forward ing snaps similar to those that they
and will prove of much benefit to mer have quit.
chants and business men, especially,
and to citizens and sojourners here,
Colonel Bryan expects to remain in
Citizens should also re
Now
generally.
Europe about six weeks.
member that should the postofflce re "Colonel" the people of the United
ceipts for any given year be reduced States would not mind it a bit if you
to a sum below $10,000 that free de were to remain six years. Just enjoy
livery will cease, hence it becomes the yourself and stay away as long as pos
special duty of merchants, professional sible. No one is jealous of your good
men and all those sending out and re- fortune. You can build all the
ceiving much mail to support the Sanresidences, $5,000 barns, buy all
ta Fe post.office most liberally and to the $500 heifers and $1,200 carriage
the best of their ability as far as their teams that you wish and are able to
business warrants. Every bit of legiti- pay for. As far as this paper is conmate postofflce business that belongs cerned it will not begrudge your good
here should be transacted and every- luck of having changed from a horny
thing should be done to build up and handed son of toil to a bloated monop
.increase the receipts of the local post- olist and fat coupon clipper.
offlce. Postmaster Paul A. F. Walter,
who has worked hard and incessantly
a
Delegate Rodey has introduced
since he has assumed the office, for resolution in the House of Represent
the procurement of free mail delivery atives directing the secretary of the
here, should also be commended for
interior to have printed 5,000 copies
the good work he has done in that di- of the Report of the Governor of New
rection".
Mexico to the Secretary of the Inter
ior for the year 1903, for free distri
The esteemed Range published in bution by the Governor, the Bureau of
the progressive town of Raton and in Immigration of the Territory, espeel
the prosperous county of Colfax wishes ally, and by himself, territorial pffl
the Republican Delegate nomination cials and the Department of the In
next year to go to a citizen of that terior. It is hoped that this resolution
the
county. Trot out your man and letis he will pass as this year's report is a
Who
him!
at
look
a
verv exhaustive and valuable docu
people have
chance.
a
the
Give
people
ment and one which, should 5,000 be fur
anyway?
nished by the government and distributed, will advance the prosperity of
DAY
ONE
IN
TO CURE A COLD
New Mexico greatly and aid in bringTake Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
If
it
ing capital and people to the Terrimoney
the
All druggists refund
Rodey is all right and
tory.
fills to cure. R. W. Grove's signature is doingDelegate
work in the right direction.
25c.
is on each box.

BENJAMIN M. READ,
Office Sena Block.

anti-kissin- g

republic of Colombia.

and

Attorney and Counselor at Law,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Supreme and District Court Practice.

Santa Fe, N.

& & & &

N. M.

EUGENE A. FISKE,

J. E. Lacome, Proprietor.

The People's Common Sense Medical
Adviser, a book containing iooS pages,
stamps
is given away. Send 21 one-cefor expense of mailing only, for the
book in paper covers, or 31 stamps for
the volume bound in cloth. Address Dr.
R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.

MAX. FROST,

Attorney at Law, Santa Fe,

EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Office
in the Capitol.

SAN FRANCISCO ST., SANTA FE, N. M.

to let you
I will drop you a few lines y
know that I am feeling well now," writes Miss
Wood
Co., West
of
Belleville,
Annie Stephens,
Va, "I feel' like a new woman. I ' took several
and
of the
bottles of Favorite Prescription
'Golden Medical Discovery.' I have no headno
ache now, no backache, n find
pain in my side
pain any more. I
any more. No bearing-dowthink that there is no medicine like Dr. Pierce's
medicine. I thank you very much for what you
have done for me your medicine has done me
much good."

Attorneys at Law.

searching titles a specialty.

the finest brands of
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
All the Popular Games.

And many other aches to which women
are peculiarly subject are generally the
result of a diseased condition of the
When this diswomanly organism.
eased condition is cured, sideache, backache, headache, etc., are cured also.
Doctor Pierce's Favorite Prescription
establishes regularity, dries the drains
which weaken women, heals inflammation and ulceration and cures female
weakness. When these diseases are cured
the aches they cause are also cured.

CARDS.

GEO. W. KNAEBEL,
Office in Griffln Block. Collections

Has on hand a constant sopply of

According to official information, the
job of superintendent of public schools
of the county of Bernalillo is not a
bad one. It pays $5 per day for about
450 days in a year of 365 days.

$75,-00-

PROFESSIONAL

OXFORD CLUB

Back

The color line is gradually disappearing in Arkansas. Colored men are
now allowed to attend lynching parties along with white men.

breeched

THE

Sldeache,

d.

0or

FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Santa Fe, N. M.

facilities are complete

the prompt production of
Pamphlet, Catalogue,
and General Printing and
Binding. Wa do only the Best grades oi
work and solicit the business of firms and
individuals desiring "something
the ordlaazy" at simply a consistent
lot the character of work we turn out,
AH orders promptly attended to,
asllmaifo furnished on application
1

Santa Fe New Mexican, Wednesday, November 18, 1903.

1

MINES AND MILLS.
The Province of Ontario,

NOT A SINN DISEASE.

natural to rub the spot that hurts, and when rheumatic
flains are shooting through the joints and muscles and they are;
Tt ;

r .
10t reilel ; anu wane ouvu ncauucui inu.
no amount of rubbing: or blistering can cure Rheumatism, because it
the system,
is not a skin disease, but is in the blood and all through that
caused
conditions
same
to
the
are
time
exposed
and every
you
Rheumatism
and
to
have
another,
the first attack, you are going
will last just as long as the poison is in the blood, no matter what
xoo mum
you apply exiernaiiy.
Rheumatism ; stomach troubles, bad digestion, weak kidneys and
UNABLE TO BLEEP AT NIGHT.
torpid liver are other causes
which bring on' this painful disease, because the blood becomes
tainted with the poisonous matter which these organs fail to
carry out of the system. Certain secret diseases will produce
Rheumatism, and of all forms
this is the most stubborn and
severe, for it seems to affect

Sidney, Ohio, August 26, 1903.
A few months ag'o I was feeling1 wea
bad. and also hadH
..!.- t m. uTtramtlT
mus
Mini in mv taints and
used
grave me only
I
medicine
The
oles.
so
relief at best; seeing 8.8. S.
temporary
hiehlv1 reoommendedanafor such trou
alter wiling:
use,
bles, began its
with the
for some time was well pleased
the rheumatic
with
did
away
It
result.
Dains. gave me refreshing- sleep and
me
giving
built u5 my general system,
medi-cine- ?
and energv. It is aIgood
pleas-ur- e
take
and
a
hout
doubt,
wit
-

-

every bone and muscle in the
in endorsing it.
S. S. BOTXGHTON.
body. The blood is the medium R. F. D. No. I.
.
ana
acias
bvJ wnicn 3tne poisons
- matter what kind of
"
rn rarTiwi inniueni. j.1liic avaicui, aim ; zirtocnMbp treated through the blood, or you
TT..,,o;ci win Viavp. it must
rheumatic trou-- ;
can never
permanently rid of it. As a cure for
Tt rinoan't inflame the stomacU
o o o
.,n
fi'x
Alkalies and other strong drugs,
rfiorotinn like Potash.
ouu
.
A,
DUt tones up tne gcucioi t,HV,
stimulates the sluggish organs, and at
the same time antidotes and filters out
of the blood all poisonous acids and
effete matter of every kind ; and when
S. S. S. has restored the blood to lta
rlfinri. the oainful. feverish
muscles are immediately relieved.
joints and the sore andontender
Rheumatism will be mailed free to those
Our special book
will cheerfully answer all letters asking
desiring it. Our physicians
is
for special information or advice, for which no chargeATLANTA,
GA
SPECIFIC
CO.,
THE SWIFT
u-"-

e-e-

Canada,

last year produced minerals to the
amount of $0,257,000. Five years ago
'the total was only ?1, 089,000. Gold
showed its highest in 1899 when the
iitnnt was S425.000. Last vear the

t

1

Chief
production was only ,300,000.
among the mineral products: ot ne

Sour Stomach

We run the only Daily
CLEAN AND SWEET EVERY MORNING
The
in
Only
Way is the Right
the
City.
CakPie
and
Bread.
Delivery
Way. Enough said of the Delivery.
is in the Eat
THE QUALITY Try Us. " The Proof of the Pudding
Thereof."
ing
,.

"I UBed Cascarets and feel Hke a new man. I have
been a sufferer from dyspepsia and sour stomacn
for the last two years. I have been taking medicine and other drugs, but could find no relief only
for a short time, f will recommend Cascareta to
ana
my friends as the only thing for indigestion conour stomach and to keep the bowels In good
dition. They are very nice td eat."
Harry Stuckley, Mauoh Chunk, Pa.

f

FOR YOUR
IT WILL PAY YOU TO STEP AROUND THE CORNER

GROCERIES, PROVISIONS, ETC.

Best For
L.

sV The Bowels.

Jersey Cream Flour

$7,134,000 in non metal
lie minerals, among them being petrorlueeri

DO YOU SEE THE POINT

last vear

leum and building stone. Three years
ago there were 25 gold mines in operation in the lake of the Woods District, north of Minnesota, today there
nnlv six in oneration. Among the
very few mines in the world operated
for silver alone was that of the Con
soli rl a ted Mines Company of Port Ar
thur, which turned out $00,000 worth
of the metal last year.
nre pver shinned as
The first
such from Idaho was sent out this
week from Hailey. It is in a 50,000
pound car loaded to its utmost capacity. This same district shipped the
first lead ore out of Idaho.
The annual death rate among the
miners in the Rand, South Africa, is
42 per 1,000, from three to five times
that of the Cornish tin miners; and a
laree nercentage of the deaths are
pa.lseA hY a form of consumption call
ed silicosis, produced by breathing
nuart.z dust. In the majority of cases
there is no tubercular phthisis in the
nrrtlnnrv fnsfi hilt a Change of tis
sues which renders it unfit for respiration. The remedies suggested are
sprays and jets of water to keep down
the dust.
There was a slight gain in the output of the Lake Superior Copper Dis
trict last month. The total production
was 16,315,000 pounds of refined cop
per, compared with 15,985,000 pounds
A series of accidents
in September.
to the Red Jacket shaft of the. Calumet and Hecla mine reduced the rock
shinments of that company and caused
a falling off in production of 200,000
pounds. The following was the output
for October of the principal mines;
Calumet and Hecla 6,200,000 pounds;
Osceola 1,500,000;
Quincy 1,445,000;
Tamarack 1.100.000; Champion 1,100,- Wolverine
000: Trimountain 850,000;
525 000;
Franklin
750,000; Mohawlt
490.000: Atlantic 470,000; Isle Royale
Adventure
Mass 250,000;
330,000;
200.000: Winona 70,000. The average
smelter Drice for Lake brands of re
finer! conner last month was thirteen
cents and the October product of the
Lake Superior mines was wortn ?4

CANDY CATHARTIC

Indian and Mexican Curios.

Our Photographic Parlors located on the second
our Curio Emporium,
floor one door south
the city. The very latest
the best fitted
the art are employed.
styles and features

r

mrs. ida Mcdonald,

KINSELL & CO.

GROCERS
Good,
Pleaoani, Palatable, Potent. Taste Good. Do Never
Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe, 10c, 25c, 50c. H-t.
old in bulk. The genuine tablet stamped
Guaranteed to cure or your money back.

Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 599
ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES

tion of some union leaders gives just
cause for this bitterness that is being
n mused
aeainst labor organizations
and for which the innocent majority
men suffers even
lahnrinamore than the unscrupulous minority

All Kinds of Building Material.

TRANSFER ANDTORAGE

H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
Telephone 71.

We Haul Everything that Is Movable.

Go to the Bon Ton for good meals
GOOD WORK.

Black-Draugh-

,.,"-

--

States Designated Depositary.

(

Worms
FSnKsrtTlxs
"

sol's

til Wcibsdis3.1

DnuarOHSTsj,

SANTA FE and CERRILLOS, N. M

'Phone 35.

I INCORPORATES

I

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Stationery,
Grain, Floor and Potatoes j
Patent Medicines and Grocers' Sundries.
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL ORDERS.

SANTA

FE,

N. M.

JACK FROST IS HERE !

1 1

OUR PATRONS DO NOT MIND HIM. ..
THER ARE SUPPLIED WITH OUR FIRST CLASS

van

1
minn TTT
unnn
ruG nun

CAPITOL
OFFICE

Why depend on the ''Burro Man" lor your
wood when you can have it when you want it
Extra dry, and cut to fit your stove.
Kindling in any quantity Prices Reasonable RUSH ORDERS RUSHED!

YARD

COAL

:

Near A. T, & S.

Garfield Ave,

MONERO COAL

$

CERRILLOS AND

F.

Telephone

Depot,

Ho.

115.

THE

CLASRE HOTEL
GEORGE E. ELLIS, Proprietor.

and steam-heate- d
The most conveniently located and only
Hotel in the city. Electric lights, baths and sanitary plumbing
First-clas- s
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything up to date.
Men
connedted. Fine Sample Room for Commercial
fire-pro-

of

AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.

Postal Telegraph and Cable Co's Office in the Bailding
CORNER PIAZA AND SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

P. F. HANLEY

d

United

DOORS

SASH

LUMBER

METROPOLITAN INS. CO., NEW YORK.

-

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

AKERS

CHARLES W. DUDROW,

Insure Vour Plate Glass in the

1

WlWEofCARDVl

-B-

"Water and Galisteo Sta

PROMPT DELIVERIES.

Telephone, No. 40.

Done Daily in Santa Fe. Many -- n
zens Tell of It.
rter has heard of
i
itcai j vvvj
Their good work
Pills.
Doan's Kidney
in Santa Fe still continues, ana ourcitizens are constantly adding ennnhiin
w
testimony. 1N0
"
I
j
UUIDClUUb
hjj
hPttPr nroof of merit can be had than
the exnerience of friends and neigh
bors. Read this case:
Nazario Alarid, hackman, of Cerril
loa road, says: "I was continually buy- a
'ing medicine for my kidneys, and if
man spends every now and then 50
cents for a bottle of one guaranteed
preparation and 50 cents at another
time, he makes an inroad into his
finances. None of t'he medicine I used
had the slightest effect on my kidneys
or backache, at least I was unable to
notice any. When an attack of backache reached the virulent stage, I was
compelled to stop work for an hour
until the spasm disappeared, when
with an attack, I went to
wrestllne
LARGE STOCK NAVAJO BLANKETS
Ireland's Pharmacy for Doan's Kidney
Pills. There must be more than ordinary merit in that preparation, for a
course of the treatment for a short
is 120,950.
of
time positively stopped the very severe
coolies
Chinese
imriort
will
Mpvifn
attack."
in
mines,
its
hv the thousands to work
in
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cts.
That will still further reduce tne cost,
Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
Poster
in
the
republic
nf mine production
of
a
is
south of the United States. This
igents for the United States. Remem
Indus
the name, Doan's, and take no sun
the
ber
menace
to
mining
riistinct
Views for Sale Wholesale or Retail. trv in New Mexico and Colorado where stltute.
We Have First-Clas- s
labor unions are driving wages not "on
Game in season. Claire Cafe.
ly to a ton notch but also cause sucn
h u s n e s s disturbances through
CONSTIPATION.
strikes that the mining Industry of the
uoaitii la nhsnlntelv imDossible. if
threatened
is
seriously
World.
Supreme Deputy of the Maccabees of the
California mining districts this year constipation be present. Mary ser
have experienced a drouth even long inns cases of liver and kidney com
that I must do something
rs. Mcdonald,
er than those of New Mexico. From nlnint have SDrung from neglected
In retrain mv health. A
No. 477 Beaubien
Anril 16 to October 8, a period of 202 constipation. Such a deplorable con
friend advocated your Wine
Street, Detroit,
of Cardui treatment so
rlavs no rain fell In the districts dition is unnecessary. There is a cure
Mich., is a promthat I decided to
strongly
around San Francisco. On Novem for it. Herbine will speedily remedy
was
inent woman who
I had little
it,
although
try
her 4. the drouth was broken in sev matters. C. A. Lindsay, P. M., Brongreatly benefited by the
in patent medicines.
faith
norra hv hpRvv rains. In New son, Fla., writes, Feb. 12, 1902: "Hav
great woman 's medicine,
I am now very thankful that
Wine of Cardui. Mrs.
the drouth is still doing bus! ing tried Herbine, I find it a fine mediMexico
4 did so, for wlthiwten days
50c bottle,
McDonald is the supreme
cine for constipation."
at.
noss
the old stand
blessed relief came to me,
deputy of the Maccabees
and Mining Journ Sold by Fischer Drug Co.
in less than three
The
and
Rncineering
of the Wdrld, and one of
months I was cured, and
ui the nrinciDal authority on mining
Mrs. Ida. McDonald.
the most widely known
have' artoved fine health
KANSAS CITY MEATS.
In the United States, speaks thus se
in rlio ITnirpd
ever alnee. I know there is nothing better
to
at
Can
Butte,
Union
rather
Miners'
women
always be found at the Bon Ton
the
of
of
Thousands
States.
verely
sick woman who wishes to enoy pera
for
You get the right service
all
of
restaurant.
she
bottom
goes.
at
the
is
lecture
which
everywhere
hear her
Montana,
and am very pleased to give my
Thf creat worK sne nes done lor tne fect health
vio trnnhio that has come upon that at a reasonable price, call and be con
is appreciated by every hearty endorsement."
Mareabees
vinced. Do it now.
Brent pnnner camo: "What the Cla-n- a
No suffering woman can afford to
member of the order, sne was so
or irisn
to
brutalities
the
been
has
McDonald
Mrs.
as
gael
such
she
aletter
neglected ignore
in her work that
NEURALGIA PAINS.
nnminc what the Mafia has been in
to pive her health proper care failed writes. Her plans and advice have
of
Rheumatism,
lumbago and sciatic
one
low
itai
born
of
of
the
feuds
in
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the
building up
to take warning that the symptoms
proved valuable
in
has nains vield to the penetrating in
Union
women's
Miners'
trouble
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her,
the
Butte
the
gave
that
ians.
greatest
kidney
approaching
Of OUr fluence of Ballard's Snow Liniment. It
trOllbleS
tVlO lallOF
Uaar.
the sallow complexion and torpid liver. the United States and she takes time to
hmv
UCdJ.
The
But, Wine of Cardui cured her the same give advice which she knows will help
camns.
unspeak
penetrates to the nerves and bone and
western minine
as it has cured thousands of others and you.
d'Alene being absorbed Into the blood, its neai
Coeur
the
of
harharities
ohie
mediDo not delay in securing this
Mrs. McDonald has written this letter in
otHu-- o
the anarchy which disfigured iner nronertles are conveyed to every
gain and
order that other suffering women may cine. There is nothing to The
effect some won
choice
Leadville, the assassination and mur nart of the body, and
secure from Wine of Cardui the same everything to lose by delay.
25c. 50 c. $1. Sold by
cures.
Horfnl
not
will
a
or
Will
Telluride
ich
you
before
made
vn
is
rlers
it.
from
you.
she
relief
got
now by taking Wine of
the disorders at Cripple Creek and the Fischer Drug Co.
For four years I suffered with torpid secure relief
All druggists sell $1.00 bottles
nresent coal miners' strike in coiora
liver until my skin looked yellow and dull. Cardui? of Cardui
as well as 25c packand of Wine
The New Mexican Printing Company
I then found my kidneys were affected
do and New Mexico, these, every one
t.
Thedford's
of
I
felt
ages
had severe pains across my back, and
of these, have received their main has on nand a Quantity of tablets mad
linen, flat and book papers
spring and their sustenance from the from ledger, will
million suffering women
close out at 10 cents
controlled
which
have
who
they
ruffians
of
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have found relief in
for school purposes
Suitable
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per pound. the union at Butte. If they have
Wine of Cardui.
the
"7v' r'sa useful for
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to
permitted
limited
a
supply.
home.
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Only
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tion at Butte City itseir,
Marcus Daly used the union to
DOESNTRESPECT OLD AGE.
control Montana politics, Clark bribed
shameful when youth fails to
It's
outright, while Heinze and the Amalshow proper respect for old age, but
J. H. VAUGHN, CMhiac.
gamated were so busy with their cat
ft. J. PALEH, PrBtida,
just the contrary in the case of Dr.
and dog fight that they had no time to kitie-'- New Life Pills. They cut off
spare for the decencies of civilization. malorllac! Tin TY1J) ttpr how severe and
Dyspepsia
If there ever was an organization irrosnfiptivW of old age.
HENRY U WALPO. Viae
which deserves to be condemned by Jaundice, ever, Constipation all yield
honest men, it is that labor union. to this perfect pill. 25c at Fischer
Wherever a mine manager has tried to Drug Co.
treat his men humanely and to give
each that equality of opportunity to
work, wjiich is the American's heritage, there this" gang of
anarchists hag sent its emissaries to stir uo trouble. Wherever a
1AMTA FE, KEW CEXICO
'mining community has been pursuing
the exen tenor of its Way attenaea oy
prosperity and quietness, there these
agitators have Incited foul murders
and cowardly assassinations. It is all
well known t4;miing men, in the west,
so well known)" alas. that, it ceases to
excite the flercse' resentment which it
warrants until "once in awhile a friend
disappears in the dark or is riddled
with bullets'in broad daylight. , At
such times indeed we feel like moving
heaven and earth to see justice done,
only to run into an impassable quagBest in Quality.
Hortln
mire of muddy foulness, which is called
local politics." The New Mexican
Led
not agree with the unmeasured
, does
w"
condemnation of the Butte Miners'
T a-xj-mm
isfmsivb Union, but it does believe, that the ac- iBvaftftBtJ w
ui n awg
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We can sell you a Sack or Car.

Has Never Failed.

FiiicViiics,uSofs&Cigafs
and Native Wines

fFamlly Use. Tayiof

Imported
Crew, McBrayer.
OUR SFBCIAl,TIE8-O- M
and Pazton, Old Jordan and Monogram, Ky., Wluanoa.

SANTA FE. N.

SAN FRANCISCO STREET

I

fl.

Spring, Summer,
Autumn. Winter. RETAIL

ANYTHING

&

EVERYTHING WHOLESALE

&

41 BLAIN'S BAZAAR
J. H. BLAIN. Santa Fe. N. Hi

We make a Spedaltf of conveying tourists to

all points of

interest in and near the City

eJllllip

Our Equipment and Stock
in Santa Fe
are Unexcelled in the West, and not Equaled
DO

OASAB
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SHOT DOWN

,N

WITHOUT WARNING
Killed and John
Federico Rodriguez
Shannon Seriously Wounded By
Unknown Assassins.

For Ten Days Only Commencing

Federico

MONDAY, NOV. 16.

Rodriguez,

We Will Sell Lyon Special $3.50

NAN

Mim-bre- s

River, fifteen miles above
Grant County. The two men
were riding towards Swartz, and as
they passed through a rocky canon, a
shot was fired which hit Shannon, passing through his left shoulder, shattering his collar bone and coming d out
just above his heart. Rodriguez-pullehis revolver and prepared to return
the fire when a bullet hit him, passing
through his brain and killing him instantly. Shannon sueceeded in reaching a house along the road where his
wounds were dressed. News of the
shooting was sent to Santa Rita and
from there telephoned to Silver City.
Sheriff James K. Blain immediately
1ST
took the matter in hand and hopes
soon to capture the murderers. The
-249-2- 5
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
San Francisco Street
not
night was dark and Shannon couldcartseo his assailants. Three empty
ridge shells were found near the
jt jt it j& jt j j& j&
scene of the murder, one of them of
a kind not often used in these parts.
PERSONAL MENTION
This is the only clue the sheriff has
The Buckwheat Cake Season is here
IN BULK
iC
t
it M
it
jft jit
able to discover as yet. It is
it
been
So is Our
If you have not tried it, a delightful
that the murderers intended
thought
O. A. Budd, auditor for the Dunlavy
FAMOUS BUCKWHEAT FLOUR.
a
15c
to
Shannon
kill
awaits
only, and that the at
you.
pound.
surprise
Mercantile Company, is in Kennedy on
the sequel to a tight
We have just received a small part of
was
tack
probably
business.
official
some time ago
had
our winter supply of the
Shannon
which
CROP OF 1903 ENGLISH
Sim McFarland, territorial cattle in- with two laborers over water for irri
FAMOUS ORIOL BRAND
WALNUTS AND ALMONDS. spector, came to Estancia from
OF BUCKWHEAT FLOUR.
gation purposes.
yesterday.
"You Will Have to Hurry"
John M. Wiley of Albuquerque, depusome very nice "Popcorn-tha- t
To get your share of the first of the We have
DEAD IN A GULLY.
ty United States marshal is in town
Pops."
season.
on official business. ,
65 cents
10 pound Sack
W. G. Bansmer, traveling representPatrick Young, an Old Las Vegan,
BOOTH'S BULK OYSTERS
ative of the Dunlavy Mercantile ComON
'EM.
TO GO
Commits Suicide in a Novel
VEGETABLES pany, went to Willard today.
Belle Springs and Primrose Butter, POULTRY
Manner.
FRESH EVERY FRIDAY.
Sheriff H. C. Kinsell of Santa Fe
Espanola Honey, Maple Syrup.
County, went to his ranch near Stanley
Patrick Young one of the oldest cition the Santa Fe Central this morning. zens of Las Vegas, was found dead
J. B. Harper, ' superintendent of ir- yesterday at the bottom of a deep gully
rigation for the Pueblo Indians of New which is crossed by a Santa Fe Rail
Saaa.
St.
Mexico, left last evening for Cochiti way bridge three miles below the city.
on official business.
Young had either jumped or fallen
his
W. D. Lee, general manager of the from the bridge and a wound in
was
his
death
indicated
that
has
who
temple
Santa Fe Central Railway,
I have just opened a
been in Chicago on railroad business, caused by hitting a sharp rock in his
fall.
returned last evening.
Young was at one time a wealthy
who
of
this
F.
city,
Knight
Percy
of Las Vegas, but sold
erocervman
went to Denver on Monday morning,
and during the latter
out
his
interests
has accepted the position of cashier of
of his life has been doing odd
part
in
that
the Postal Telegraph Company
jobs for a living. He is the last, of
3
In the Catron Block.
city.
three brothers all of whom died vio
F. B. De Garmo, assistant superin- lent deaths.
tendent of the New Mexico division of
Small Profits !
Prices Right !
Quick Sales !
the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad at
Alamosa came in last evening on railroad business.
.There'd be some fun in being
I Handle
t
Governor Otero and Superintendent
Bursum of the Territorial Penitentiary a grocer if all his goods were
today visited the construction work on like"
Schilling's Best on money-bac- k
the "Scenic Route" road about twelve
miles southeast of town.
terms.
Senator W. H. Andrews, president of
Wholesale and Retail.
The world hasn't got there
the Santa Fe Central Railway Coma
from
pany arrived last evening
Also carry a very large stock
lengthy visit to Pittsburg, Pennsylva- yet.
nia, on railroad business. He came in
Insure Your Property in
,,
Dry
via the Denver tz Rio Grande Railroad.
SPRINGFIELD FIRE & MARINE INS. CO.
Superintendent of Forest Reserves
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
I. B. Hanna and Mrs. Hanna will leave
:'
Telephone 71.
for
their
month
of
Goods.
this
the latter part
old home at Kankakee, Illinois. They
Do it now, do it now, go to the Bon
will return to Santa Fe by New Year,
Ton
for good meals.
and
other
but will visit New York
eastern cites before returning west.
We can't be beat. Claire Cafe.
Father Barnabas Maier, one of the
five Catholic priests of Jemez is in the
I will see to it that
I want your business.
Come with me 10 a little supper with
city. There are three fathers and two
docovers laid for two at the Bon Ton.
us.
with
satisfied
Brands
St.
of
order
of
are
the
brothers
you
ing parish work in that section. The
The Annual Dividend Policy
parish is very extensive, as many of
C:o. towns on the Rio Puerco and in
Is the Best Life Insurance.
the Naciemento country belong to it. UNION CENTRAL LIFE INS. CO., CINCINNATI.
Father .Barnabas brought four girls
Lowest Rates Biggest Returns.
and three boys to attend St. CatherrH. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
ine's Indian School in this city. They
Telephone 71.
of
are young Indians from the pueblo
Jemez.
Appetizing viands. Claire Cafe.
The initial dance of the Capital City
-MANUFACTURER OF
.
Club was held in Post Hall last evenTHE BON TON.
ing. An excellent dance program was
The only place in the city where
OrBand
furnished by the Capital City
you can get wild game, fresh mounchestra under Professor C. A. Jones. tain trout and fresh oysters. Give us
, DEALER IN
Among those present were: Mr. and a call, we will treat you right. Do it
China
Mrs. A. J. Fischer, Mr. and Mrs. Frank now. .
Painted
Hand
and
Watches, Clocks, Jewelry
S. Davis, Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Gibson,
work a specialty.
and
watches
fine
Jewelry
Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Watson, Mr. and
of
Repairing
Insure Your Property in
W. A. Bolton, Dr. and Mrs. David
Mrs.
FILIGREE at WHOLESALE and RETAIL
PALATINE INSURANCE CO., Ltd. LONDON.
GOODS
INDIAN
M.
J.
BOGS
and
Mrs.
and
Goutchey;
Mr.
Knapp,"
MJ0
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Eggleston, Mr. and
247 San Francisco St.
Telephone 71.
Mrs. C. H. Evarts. Mr. and Mrs. H. C.
Denton. Mr. and Mrs. I. B. Hanna, Dr.
and Mrs. C. N. Lord,4 Mr and Mrs.,
Why not be a boarder? Claire Cafe
George Fleming, Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
Bell, Mr. and Mrs. Garrett, Mrs. McFie,
Mrs. Fiske, Dr. J. M. Diaz, A. C. Ireland, and Al. Morrison, Jr.
Fay-woo-

SALMON & ABOUS
HATTERS
253

Buckwheat Flour

A

ID

tlnnounce a Complete Assortment of the
Latest Styles in

an employe of

Cattle Company, was shot
and instantly killed, and John Shannon," another employe of the same company was seriously wounded, on Saturday evening at a point on the
the

Hat for $3.00. Bear Brand $2.50
for $2.00. All the Latest Styles
and Shapes. Our Object in mak
ing These Prices is to Close Out
These Brands Entirely. Come as
Early as Possible to Secure Your
Size as They Are Bound to Go
Fast. Remember Only Ten Days.

SELIGMAN BROS.

Ei.

CLOTHIERS

Genuine Imported

Italian Macaroni

DRESS GOODS
Cashmeres, Henriettas, Drap de te
Venetians
Voilles,
Zybelmes,
Silk Warp Henriettas,
Scotch Cheviots, Etc.
cyllso the Latest Novelties in

Waistings, French Flannels, Vestings,
Fleeced Wash Goods, Etc.
LADIES', MISSES' AND CHILDRENS'

Jackets, Walking Hats and Trimmed

Hats.

GEOCEES.

PHONE

Goods,
Boots,

Notions, Hats. Caps, Shoes,
Millinery,
Silk Shawls.

P. 0. BOX 434.

NO. 36.

If You Want

A Clear Complexion
And Smooth, Velvety Skin, Use

nopucD
r IOullt.ll noun
vuiiii nil
uiiuu rnr.iDANv

FT

KZOTJIT.

O. "STOlsTTZ

MEXICAN FILIGREE JEWELRY

W. A. McKENZIE

CHE GREAT

MAJESTIC

2h

WE SELL THE

Perien
Oil

sous
Heater

For Office, Tent, Bath
Room and Bed Room.
Complete Line of

COALANDWOOD
.

tv

THE GREAT MAJESTIC

HEATERS.

NO VERDICT REACHED
Jury Unable to Agree in Case of
ted State vs. Margarito
Romero.

Uni-

Q I LLIIJER

Y

oMiss cTWugler

F. S. DAVIS,

President

j jt

0.

S.

In the case of the United States vs.
Margarito Romero, charged with cutting timber on Pecos River Forest Reserve, which was tried in the District Court at Las Vegas, the jury
was unable to reach an agreement,
and was discharged yesterday.
Parlors, Southeast Corner of Plana
Romero pleaded not guilty to the
SANTA FE, N. M.
charges preferred against him and the
defense endeavored to show that the
Insure Your Property In
evidence of the rangers did not conYORK UNDERWRITERS AGENCY.
NEW
nect him with the cutting of the timH. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
ber. A man named Gallegos confessTelephone 71.
ed to having cut timber on the reservation but i couid not be established
that Gallegos. was in the employ of After the dance get something good
at the Bon Ton.
.;' :..
Romero. '.
.

CARTWRIGHT,

san

FRANCISCO ST

Sec'y and Tress.

CO.

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI- S

250 San Francisco Street.
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone No. 49.
No.

eastern price. We are anxious to give
our customers a high grade coffee at
a low price and we think we have what
will fill the bill in "Q" Blend at 20c
and South Sea Blend at 25c. Both
these coffees are Blends of mild drinking coffees that give the wonderful satisfaction and create the permanent demand for which the output of this famous old firm are noted. Of course no
coffee at any price will take the place
of Seal Brand which is packed only in
one and two pound cans at per pound
40c.

MEAT MARKET.
Our meat market is turning out
some mighty fine beef these days. Only the best corn fed beef handled in
We have lately added several blends our market. Hard to go back to the
of Chase & Sanborn's Famous Boston tough native stuff after using our beef
Coffees. Each we corindently recom- awhile. Fancy lamb and mutton; nice
mend as being the very best that the young veal; juicy pork; pickled pork,
v
pigs feet, tripe, lamb's tongue, boiled
price can buy.
i pound packages ancy Mark, 40 ham, sausage of all kinds, etc.
J. & M...
;
FRESH OYSTERS.
.35
1 pound packages Regal Blend..
We are now receiving fresh bulk
.25
1 pound packages South Sea Blend
. ..25
20 oysters twice a week. Pint
1 pound packages "Q" Blend
of
If vou have been in the habit
NEW FIGS.
using the cheap package coffees usual
Now in stock, new imported and
recomwe
earnestly
ly retailed at .15
California figs. We also have those
mend that vou trv Chase & Sanborn's
fancy washed figs in baskets.
.20c coffee and see what a wonderful
difference there is. The ordinary
THANKSGIVING.
Dackaee coffees are nothing more nor
Are you going to make mince meat.
less than the off scourings of the Bra If so, we can furnish you with meat
zilian plantations, covered over wltn choppers, wooden bowls, figs, raisins,
a mixture of doubtful eggs and sugar citron, orange and lemon peel, spices,
to hide the appearance and disguise suet, beef, etc., etc. Everything you
the flavor. Chase & Sanborn's 2Jc need.
grade is a blend of the Central AmerFRESH FRUIT.
ican coffees that equals many coffees
Oranges, lemons bananas, grape
offered at 30c and 35c. We handl
this particular blend on a very close fruit, grapes, fancy apples, etc.
FEED GRAIN AND
margin, paying the freight out here HAY, ALFALFA,
POTATOES.
from the east and then retailing at the
.

THE : OLD

:

CURIO

:

STORE

J. S. CANDELARIO, Prop.
301 and 303 San Francisco Street.

i

My fine PATTERN HATS
REDUCED IN PRICE.
Now is the time to get
MILLINERY BARGAINS!
Make your selection early

3o

1

Fascinators, Gents' Furnishing
Overcoats, Overalls, Underwear, Trunks,
Valises. Toilet Soaps.

JOHN

LOTION

The Necessary Adjuncts to the Toilet
LEMOLA SOAP - 15c per cake.
LEMON LOTION - 25c bottle
FOR SALE ONLY BY

.

CALL AND EXAMINE OUR STOCK.

LEMON

AND

SOAP

LEMOLA

I

General Merchandise,

the Newest and Host Advanced Ideas for Fall , and Winter.

We Have

Telephone 26

NEW CASH STORE

FURS!

In all the Latest Styles.

H. S. KAUNE, & CO.

Francisco

FURS!

FURS!

T

I

RAFFIA, REEDS,
Wholesale

ui Retail

Dealers

Ii

Mexican and Indian Curios
;

P, 0. BOX 340

BEADS

FOR INDIAN BASKETRY

The beat place to buy Navajo Blankets, Indian and
Mexican Pottery, Belles from the Cliff Dwellings,
Indian Baskets, In tact all sorts of Curios of Indian
foand at Onr Store
and Mexican maka ean
ji

.2:;'

:

'

V

t

,
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Let the GOLD DUST TWHIS do your

J. P. VICTORY

HEARD IN THE HOTEL LOBBIES

Attorney at Law and

Bear Estate flgeot
112

San

Francisco Street. Santa Fe,
REAL ESTATE LOANS.

N.

M.

Jack Frost Here in Earnest.
"When I looked at the mercury this
morning at the local weather bureau,
and found it registered at eight de-

I
Benzoin and Witch Hazel Cream
Makes a Soft

the station I found that all of the mercurial thermometers were down in the
bulb, the temperature being 35 de-

t

grees below zero.
Snow at Springer.
"I left lots o. snow at Denver and as
far down as Sprjnger," said A. S. Nor-quis- t,
a knight of the grip from Colorado's capital, in the lobby of the Palace Hotel this morning.
"Snow fell
Monday night, and all clay yesterday,
and it was still falling at Springer
when I left at 2 o'clock in the afternoon. Business generally throughout
the Territory at the present time is
the best, and the merchants are all
laying in big stocks for the holiday

Smooth White Shin

grees above zero I could hardly believe my eyes, and pinched myself to
see if I was really awake," said R. M.
Hardinge, section director of the local
weather bureau, in the , lobby of the
Claire today. "I moved the light nearer and found my first observation to
be correct.
The prospects, however,
are for warmer weather, the indications being for a slowly rising temperature. The first glance at the mercury this morning reminded me most
forcibly of when I first was stationed
in northern Minnesota.
On going to trade."
.

work"

Money to loan upon real estato
ty on easy terms.
HOMES.
I have a nice cottage (double) six
Twenty-Fiv- e
makes floors and all woodwork shine so yon
rooms on one side, 4 on the other
can see your face in them. Does the work,
owner occupies 4 rooms and the rest
too, in half the time of the ' ' bend and rub,
creep and scrub way ' ' of our grandmothers.
rent for $25 a month; good neighbor
GENERAt TJSES FOB GOLD DTJBTt
hood; ample space to erect other buil
Scrubbing floors, washing clothes and dishes,
cleaning
oilclotti, silverware and
and
stables
dings on same street;
tinware, pollening brasswork, cleansing bath
room, pipes, etc., and making the finest soft soap.
other outbuildings; the price asked is
E GOLD DUST MAKES HARD WATER SOFT
very low.
Can sell at a bargain cozy homes on
Manhattan avenue, one a new stone
house with all modern improvements;
it iC
house,
the other an adobe-bricSWEPT BY COLD WAVE TAKEN TO LAS
rooms; fruit and vegetable garden;
VEGAS FOR SENTENCE
city water, hydrant and tank; 70 choice J MINOR CITY TOPICS
i FULL LINE OF- Manufacturer of
Dispatches Indicate That Many Parts
fruit trees; currant and raspberry
Affected
Were
of
the
stone
2G5
80
The
feet.
Country
lot
by
bushes;
The Fcrt Sumner Postoffice Robbers
WATCHES, CLOCKS,
TLast Night.
house will be rented.
Board $4.50 per week. Claire Cafe.
Received By U. S. Deputy Marshal
Chicago Nov. 18 The cold wave
Wanted Copies of the New Mexico
ORCHARDS.
This Morning.
SILVERWARE,
continued today with undiminished
I also have a fruit ranch In a high Session Laws of 1899 and 1901, Eng
U. S. Marshal John M. Wiley
Deputy
over
and
western
the
central of
severity
ALL KINDS Of DESIGNS IX
state of cultivation, in the suburbs, lish. Apply New Mexican office.
Albuquerque
accompanied
by
The Denver & Rio Grande tram states. Indications are that it will Charles G. Closson, deputy sheriff of Filigree Fob Chains,
with a building site overlooking the
continue for several days.
this county, received at the peniten
entire city of Santa Fe. On it there is from Denver was three hours late last
Filigree Neck Chains,
Cleveland, Ohio, Nov. 18 The coid
this morning, Witt Neal and
an artificial reservoir, the only one of night, and train No. 1, from the east wave that has
tiary
prevailed throughout
Filigree Souvenir Spoons,
Its kind in the pity, 12 feet or more in on the Santa Fe was two hours late. the west during the past few
Cook, charged with participa
days George
new
in
on
of
tion
store
work
The
of
the
at
three
the
over
the
125,000
Filigree Brooch Pins.
gallons
robbery
postoffice
depth, holding
spread over Ohio last night. In this Fort
Leonard Wood County.
from rooms which will constitute the new
Sumner,
water, constantly replenished,
a
snow
furious
storm
Filigree Bracelets,
accompancity
and who have been confined for safe
which the whole place can be irrigated Laughlin business block on Don Gas- - ied the cold wave.
Filigree Card Catea,
keeping in the penitentiary for the
daily during the summer, and which par Avenue is fast nearing completion.
Atlanta, Nov. 18 A cold wave last
These
were
tak
year.
prisoners
Train. No. 1 on the Santa Fe was swept over the southwestern and the
could be stocked with fish. The land
South Side Plaza - Santa Fe
Trains No. 1 Gulf states last night In southwest- en today to Las Vegas.
contains many hundreds of young trees abandoned for today.
will
be
It
at
remembered
that
the
ern Texas, southern Mississippi, southof the finest and most valuable varie- and No. 7 will arrive some time
ern Louisiana, and central Alabama time of the postoffice robbery at Fort
of apples, peaches, pears, plums, night as No. 7, both being late,
Sumner a boy about twelve years of
The injuries sustained by the elev- - and Georgia the mercury went below
apricots, cherries and other fruits, the
was shot and killed by the robbers.
age
'
a
30
which
of
Vicente
en
Maria
of
old
bear;
already
degrees.
year
;
daughter
greater part
two men were tried and convict
hese
18
Montana is underButte, Nov.
young bearing vineyard, thousands oi Sena, by being struck by a light
ed upon an indictment for robbing the
of currants and other small gine at Plaza del Alcalde, are nof ser going the coldest November weather
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Goods for the Same
Is to Sell the Same Grade of Goods as Other Merchants for Less Money, or Better
Jew Goods Arriving Daily.

SAMPSON

Are proving themselves the Leader. Our Patrons are
u helping Us to do the Selling. If you are in doubt call
on us and we will give you the names of those using
This will remove all doubt.

them in the city.

Announcement
Our car of

Up-to-Da-

be ready for display and Sale during this week.
We shall take pleasure in showing you this elegant

We are daily Adding to this popular feature of our

WIND

business.

MILL
It is the best and will last a lifetime.

We want to

make you our friend, and will not sell you a poor mill.

Horse Blankets

Furniture has arrived and will

te

Cutlery

Buy one. It saves using so much feed and adds
comfort to the horse.

line and will make prices that will move the stock.

We have a complete line of pocket and table
Sets, Shears, Razors, etc.

The Latest Improved

Come early and make your selection.

A

HJTT7TT-- "

A X.T

The Farmer's Friend
The Pride of the Family

We have a new line of center draft burners, the newest and best on the market at a bargain value.

Our

THe Celebrated

deedsrecorded.

Mrs. Charles Minnick is confined to
her home with dropsy.
L. Ohlin, manager of the Colorado
Supply Store at Gibson, has gone to
Denver to lay in a winter supply of
.

For the g e n u i n e
Roond Oak in this
town

and

vicinity

There is but one
Round Oak heating
stove it has the
name on the door and
foot.

Look for it and

take no other, if you
want the stove that
does its work right.
They 're waiting

to be looked at.

7j8AKTAFB, N.

M.

Model Winchester or Marlin, See Us.

.
goods.
Mrs. E. B. Morris and sop returned
on Saturday from a six months" visit
with relatives in' Indiana. Mr. and
Mrs. Morris will go to housekeeping in
the Frost cottage on South . Third

Street.

Twenty new miners have found work

at Clarkville in the past two weeks.
A couple of freight trains came together at Pinto last Friday to the detriment of the engines.
E. F. Kenny has shipped
sash and 3,000 feet of lumber

window

BOOKS AND STATIONERY,

for California Monday morning.
Miss Louis Randolph of Westville,
Oklahoma, is the guest of Mr. and

Periodicals, School Books, School Supplies.
.
Stationery Sundries. Etc.

MrsCousins.

Mrs. W. W.vRisdon,
formerly of
CATHOLIC CATECHISMS AID PRATER BOOKS II SPAIISH.
this 'place, but now of Albuquerque, is
ill.
,
reported quite
SPAIISH I0YELS A SPECIALTY.
Mf'si Edward Morris
has returned
from a visit at Brazil, Indiana.
not in stock ordered at eastern prices; subscriptions taken for all periodical
Mrs. Farling, wife of the Reverend
JACOB WELTMER
Mr. Farling, of Fort Defiance, is very
ill with pneumonia.
A head end collision of two freight
SCIENTIFIC EMBALMING
engines near Houck's Tanks delayed
traffic here for several hours.
The burning of the wood work of the
At Our
bridge near the Hog Back, delayed
for
trains
and
both passenger
freight
Undertaking Parlors
hours on Sunday. No. .8, passenger,
was held here from 1:30 in the afterThe latest Scientific Methods of Embalming
noon until 8 o'clock.
are Employed. Calls Answered from the Parlors Day or Night or by D0R0TE0 SENA, Afas
Father- Juillard will spend next
Our Parlors Consist of a Nicely and Appropriately Fitted Up SuKe at No. 112
Frla Road.
week at his mission at Atarque.
assisted
by Lincoln Avenue, West Side Plaza, Santa Fe, New Mexico!
Mlsa Lillian Foster,
friends
entertained
E.
L.
Watkins,
Mijs.
ALL KINDS OP PICTURE FRAMING.
at cards last evening, at the Watkins
home.
Miss Edith Baylis will entertain
friends at her home this evening.
Misses Richardson and Dedrick of
Funeral Director.
Clarkville, were the guests of Misses
and
Scientific Embalmer
Reynolds and Mclntyre Saturday and
Sunday;
E. L. Watkins of Luna, will be the
guest of his wife and sons Tuesday.
R. J. Washburn and Miss Mary Dy-sat ESTABLISHED 1859.
were the guest of friends at Fort
ABE GOLD, PROPRIETOR.
Defiance Sunday.
-

DUDROW & TOWNSEND, Props.

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY

Insure Your Property

Indian and Mexican Carlos.

In

.

Free Mtfsefctn.

The largest and beat stock of Indian Baskets, Blankets.. Pottery,

ORIENT INSURANCE CO., HARTFORD.

Etc, in the

coon try

Mexican Drawn Work a Specialty.

H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
Telephone 71.

r
to
and Schember at banders for a
Crone-meye-

MEXICAN HOTS.
Con
Chile
Carne, Frijoles, Hot
store building.
Green
chile, Pasole, Menudo
I. H. Vandoren, the Fort Wingate
kind of Mexican dish
other
and
every
is
here
today.
contractor,
at the Bon Ton.
found
be
can
only
to
drill
Preparations are being made
a 1,500 foot oil well at Winslow, AriInsure Your Property in
zona, not far from Gallup.
All the mines are working full
LONDON & LANCASHIRE FIRE INS. CO.
time.
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
'
A. B. McCloud left for Osage City,
Telephone 71.
Kansas, Monday.
Don't Slip Up.
Patrick Dugan will attend the ball
at Winslow this evening. Several oth- Take Out an Accident frolicy in the
ers from this city expect to attend.
PACIFIC MUTUAL.
W. E. Hildebrand, who has been in
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
Chicago for some time, returned to
Telephone 71.
this city Monday.
Father Simeon of St. Nicholas, was '
Our Menudo is good" for Solar Plexin town on business, the first of the
at the Bon Ton.
us
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Tucker of Trinidad,
Give us a trial. Claire Cafe.
Colorado, are spending the week in
It la an admitted fact that real estate,
the city.
Dr. J. N. Piatt is in Fort Defiance financial .rg&n and merchants nil say
that quickest and best results are obon professional business.- $ advertising in the "New
Messrs. Seacore. Hamer'and Loueh- - tained by
'
. .if
.
in
who
have been
ery, civil engineers,
'

SHOP

rt

311-31-

7

Don't fail to call and we us when in the oity. Send for ft Catalogue.
San Franoisco Street, Corner Bono Alley, Santa Fe, tfew Meiioo.

s,

"

W. IJ. GOEBEL
Hardware Dealer

If you want a good Baker or Smith Gun, or New

this vicinity for some time surveying
the Santa Fe Railway's coal mine, left

GALLUP 6LEANIN6S

sub-poene- d

Agents

mt

this celebrated wagon.

Denver Barber College, 1318 15th St.
wants men to learn the trade. Just Interested Items of News Gathered at
the Seat of McKinley JCounty.
opened. Everything new and modern.
Same method as dental colleges. Free
ADSAND MISCELLANEOUS
work, careful instructions, can earn Special to the New Mexican.
all expenses
including board and
Gallup, New Mexico, Nov. 16 F.-kind
of
any
male
help
one
tools.
dsirins
Investigate.
Meyers, county clerk, has been
ANY
notify Alau It. McCord. Secretary
to appear before' the United
Band.
Capital City
CAR LOAD OF MAIN SPRINGS at States grand jury at Prescott on the
Goldie Chapman's. Call and see for 19th of this month, in the case of the
FOR RENT Desirable house on yourself and bring your watch or clock United States vs. H. P. Ewing who is
Johnson street. Call or address Mrs. along and have it "put in business," charged with malfeasance in office as
L,. A. Harvey.
again. Office with Blain on San Fran- Indian agent at Hackberry.
H. Neumann of the ami Lumber
cisco street.
LOST, REWARD Ladies gold watch
Company at Guam, was here on busi
ness last Saturday.
between new union depot and D. & R. THE WAY TO ROSWELL
J. S. Reynolds has had a number ot
(!. depot Nov. 14. Liberal reward to
AND SAVE MONEY
finder. Apply New Mexican office.
Take the Santa Fe Central & Rock deeds recorded of different interests
Island to Capitan and the Roswell and which he has purchased in the
land grant.
Insure Your Property in
Capitan stage line, tae best line In the
Raillaird has been very ill
half
and
saves
Joseph
PHILADELPHIA.
time
West.
It
OP
nearly
ASSOCIATION
FtRE
few
a
for
D.
W.
days with kidney trouble.
to
information
fair. For
apply
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
3 .'. M.
Bishop S. E. Lewis of Raman, visitScott.
Roswell,
I
71.
Telephone
ed Gallup last week and had some

toe the Sole

can save you money.

We are the local agents for

Factory

We

We

STUDEBAKER

Waitress
Osteoor
Prices.
at

WAISTS

1VTy""
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Desert and Tea Spoons.
Also other grades of standard goods in this line.

The Best on Earth

Lamps

cutlery-Carvin- g

Also Rogers' 1847 goods in Knives and Forks, Table,

1E5 WASHING MACHINE

HELP WANTED.

Inspect our Fall Line Before Buying.

Bargain Counter

AGENCY FOR THE

Wilson Heaters
i
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